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NOTE: Attempt any FOaR questions. All questions cafry equal

Define unbiasedness, write four types of unbiasedness, and compare them' (13)

Let,yl<yi<yg be the order statistics of random sample of size 3 from uniform (12l,

diStriOution ovei the'interval [0, 0 i. Show that 4Yr , 2Yz'and ( B)Y3 are all

unbiased estimators for e ' 'with' 'respective ' variances

.,3o'15,e2 15and??ll5 
,. 1.

e.2 a) State and prove Cramer-Rao's inequality for minimum variance, under (121

which conditionls) it fails to give minimum variance bound; state the

condition(s) concerned.
:...

b) Find the MVB estimators of the parameters of Normal distribution, also find (13)

their variances and co-variances.

Q.3 Find the Maximum likelihood estimator and moment estimators of the
pa rameters of log-normal probability d istrib ution.

Q.4

b) lf X-N(p,o') for a random sample of size n then find MLE of a point A, (13)

such that f -Lr# Or:0.05 also find the minimum variance unbiased- Je.,f 2ooz
estimator of A.

a) Let xr , xz, ...,.... Xn be a random sample from beta distribution of the form (10)

f(x;O)=0(l+0)(l-x)x'-', 0(x<l forsome d>0, estimale 0 bymethod

of moments. Also find the variance oI 0 .

b) Let there are 3n observations xi, x2.....xn, y1,y2....!n and z1,22....2n with (15)

same unknown variance o' . The mean values of the observations are given

by E(x,) = 0, +20, +30t, E(y,) =20t +30. + 0r, E(r,)=30r + 0, +20,

i=1,2,3... n. where 0t,02,03 are unknown parameters. Apply the least square

method to derive estimates of contrasts (4 * 0r), (02 - q),(q - 0r) by using

0r+0r+0r=g and obtain the unbiased estimate of o2 . Also prove that

V(0) =l4oz l9n . Findthe variance of eac_h contrast, what do you conclude?

a)

b)

a) (121

T
Q.5

Q.6

Q.7

a) Compare 7' lchi-square), minimum chi-square and modified chi-square (07)

methods in statistical inference; Under which situations they are applied?

b) Based on a random sample of size'n'from the density fGl0)=ll0 with (10)

prior distribution as g(0) = 1, O < 0 <1 obtain the Baye's estimator for 0
with respect to the sQuared loss function l(O,t) = (t - 0)z I e2 .

c) What is the difference between Bayesian and Classical inference? Explain; (08)
What is Bayes' estimator? Differentiate between prior and posterior density.

a) Prove that
probability

the approximate values of ko and kr in SPRT (Sequential (08)

b) State and prove the Neyman-Pearson Lernma.

c) What do you mean by 95% confidence intervat?

a)" ' What do yoq
example. :

(121

Define confidence region? (05)

for unknown parafeter of (0_8)

' ""1',i ' t 
.':t ' " l-'cl ?':.'' '' .j'

: (01)

,

ms?n by Pivotal,Quantity?,FXplAin:withthg h.elRgf,any suitable (0$'
,it.':l

" b.), , ' Construct ;large,- sample confidence interval
....].''..PoisSondistrib,ution.

c) Write the short notes on

i) Most powef ,test ii) confidence belt iii)
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b) - Obsgrvations Yi are related,.,,to ,,lr"d OualLities -X,, ... ,'.:,Y,',=d, * frX, +(J, where [J, are independent quantities from
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the

Q.1 . What is Econometrics? Discuss its types, methodology and functions'

Q.2.a) Con,sider the model y = X fr,+E Such thqt Ee=0, E4-= ozV. Derive best linear

unbiased estimator of f .

,, If the values of X i

and compare with

Q.,3,a) What,,do you know about instrgmental variable? Show that the instrumental variable

, ,,.1, estimate is consistent and find estimated asymptotic variance of instrumental variable
estimate.

b) Using recursive formula for equally speed orthogonal polynomials or otherwise, devrive
upto 3d degree orth,agonal poiy'nomials. '

Q.a.a) Discuss two stage least squares method andr its features in simultaneous equations
models.

b) Considerthe model Yr, = a, + arYr,+ d,.rXr, * ur, ) Yz, = Fr* PrYr,+ BtXr, + ur,

(i) ldentify the structural equations of the model.
(ii) Estimated reduced form equations are:

Yr, = 4 + 3Xr,+ LXz, ; t, = 2+ 6Xu + lOXr,

,, Obtain consistent Estimates of structural parameters.

Q.5.a) Define Autocorrelation. Discuss assumptions and procedure of Durbin-Watson test for
autocorrelation.

b) What measures should be taken to avoid multicollinearity.

Q.6.a) What is Heteroskedasticity? Discuss (i) some reasons which causes heteroskedasticity,
and (ii) various procedures / assumptions to remove heteroskedasticity.

b) Discuss Wald's, Bartlett's and Durbin's instrumental variables:

(i) Specificationerrors
(ii) Sampling distribution of error sum of squares

{iiil !}eOwise resression
(iv) Simultanous equations bias
(v) The Almon approach to distributed-Lag models

' 
, " same variance,'"fn estiffiate of P, iq., *({ - Y, -'Yt

!:. are 11,21 ,32,44, 50 and 61, find' sampling Variance
j , l_t the sampling variance of the OLS estimator of p ,

: Yo'*

of this
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NOTE: Auempt any FOUR questions,

Ditferentiate between source program and object program.,
What are the uses of following DOS cor*ands, explain the following commands by giving
examples

(i) dir (ii) md (iii) chkdsk (iv) format
Write an algorithm and flowchart to print out the odd numbers between I to 300 and their

ln FORTRAN (FTN)language, what IF, THEN and DO WHILE statements? Cive aramples.
'write a FTN program that generates and finds the solution of following series.

2 3 '--"------'' 50 ',,,i

(ii) +- +.: *!9, where "*" represents multiplication sign.I3549'--r'.

Write tlre following statements in FORTRAN

Q.1 (a)
(b)

Q3

Q4

Qs

(iv) 5 + at

u+!
e

(c)

(i) Sin(x) + tan(x)

I - G-t,)2
(iii) +e 2o +3.0

o)2n

(ii)

- (6+8+5)(a) Write a program in FoRTRAN to calculate and prints the mean, variances, simpL linear
regression line and the correration coefficient betwein two sers of data.(b) i' Yt" a program in FORTRAN to read in an integer N > 4 and n >1, and to derermine

its permutation.

ii. with reference to FORTRAN, explain BLocK IF statement with e.xarnpie.iii. Write a subroutine that sort the data in descending order.

(a) write Subroutine subprograrns which read all elements of two matrices A and B 
"r""r(:H3,1find the product of these two matrices and prints their product. Use these subroutines in a

main program unit.
(b) Determine the outpnt of the following programs:

C First program C Second-programl=4 A=6.4
B=600.2
W:21 .3
Z:A+B*W
WRITE(*,*) A,B:,2

I0 FORMAT(TI 0,t6.2,il,T10, F6.2,/ITI 0,F6 .2.lrt0.Fg.2)
C

STOP
END

(a) with particula. reference to c-Language,
i' Write the role of heacler flles and pre-processor ctirectives.

-ii' -liff€rentiate between Struc[ure and U_nign, giv_e ex?mples. _iii' Difftrentiate between actual and formal argilnents of a function.iv- Differentiate between global and static variable.

exant ination
of a student

(6+6+7)

v. what is the objective of header fires before main0 in c-ranguage?
with reference to the i- lunguug.; wil;;; pointersz write the logic that how they are usecl.

Distinguish between a switch statement and an if-erse statement in c language. 
(15+4) 

.

Write a C- Program to find out the four raw moments of an array.
Write a program in C to draw a checker,s board on th" ,"r""n. " 

I

write a recursive function to find binary equivarent of a number. 0+6+6)'

write a program in c which stores lilvaiues and then calls a function narned Array( ) tocalculatethe average, variance, minimum value and maximum ,uf u" .write a loop that rvill carcr.rrate the sum o{ e.very rortt int"g.r, beginning with i=3 (i.e.calculate the sum 3+7+1 1+...) for ali values of i that are less th"an'500, usingi. wlrile statentent
ii. do-while statement

K:6
L:K*2*[
t-2*L+Ilz
K:K/4
L:[+K-r[,
WRITE(*,*) I,K,L
STOP
END

(c) There are N students in a crass. The name and his/rrer scores in a semester
consisting of four papers are given. \Vrite a Fortran program to print the nameswith respect to their GpA in descending order.

Q6

Q7

(b)

(a)
(b)
(c)

(a)
(b)

(c)

cd +lao - +l

(*/ y)
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Q.1;

Q2

' what is meant by- sample survey? what are the advantdges ,and
lirnitations of su'rveyZ what steps shourd be taken into consideralon for a,

what do you understand by the term error? Explain different types
errors that affect the accuracy of the survey.

of

O.3. . Discuss' various methods of random sampling and situations in which
they are used.

Q.4. what are qualities of "Good Data"? Explain its types and sources to
collect data.

Q.5. Explain the principles of wording, stating how these are important in
questionnaire designing?

Q.6.a) Differentiate between open ended and close-ended questions. Also,
explain their advantage and disadvantages.

b) Explain ethics of conducting survey.

Q.7. Define the term 'Reliability'. Also explain its various types.
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NOTE: Attempt any FOUR questians. All questions carry equal marks.

Describe the following:
1. Operating Charucteristic (OC) Curve
2, Specification Lirnits

What is process capability ratio? How do we interpret the value of PCR?

l Control,charts for iard R, are to be establi,
rnetal part. Assuihe tliat tensile strength is normally distributed ffrinr;r*pi"l"f;L"
n=6patts are collected over a period-of time with the following results:
.'ti : 

Ir_- = 6oaoanrdl4 :l5o . '

Calculatc control limits for i and Rcontrol charts.
Both charts exhibit control. The specifications on tensile strength are 20015.whatfractionnon-conforming*ouid'".,i,i_---.o-.
For the'above x chart, find the p-risk when the true process mean is 199.
Assu}ing that if an item exceeds the upper specification limit it can be
reiiorked, and if it is below the lower speclfication limit it must be scrapped,
what percent scrap and rework is the process now producing? 

- - - - ----{r-

)rocess capaLittuZ
What to do if we want to deal

As a part of an overall quality imp
initiate a chart to monitor the number of imperfections found in each bolt of cloth
inspected. The data, from last 25 inspectio"r #rt" u"n. "i"";,;;;iolo u" L,q, i,
10, 19, 0, 6, 2, g, g, 7, 3, 12, 1,22, l, 6, 14, gi,, 6, g,7, 1, 5, L2, 4

i. From these data, compute 3-sigma triat 
"ort.ot 

ii*itr.'
ii. Make control chart for number of inrperfections.
iii. What do you suggest about the process ?
iv' If manufacturer wishes to specify the trial control limits for the next period on

the basis of current data available, suggest him the limits flor the next period.
State the stipulated management
Environmental Management S-vstem

princip!es for organizations considrr'rng
under rS-o 14000. - '

I :ing]: sampling nlan yseq u
Using Hypergeometic distribution, draw the OC-curve for the lot havins 50 articles,
Take a sampling plan with n1 - g

If the incoming lots have fraction nonconfbrrn ing p= 0.05 then what
ofacceptance on the first sample? what is the probabilitv of final acce

P.T.O.
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Q.1. a) What are the situations where operations research techniques will be applicable?

b) Discuss the various phases in solving an O.R problem. (r2+13)

Q'2' What do you mean by an optimal basic feasibie soiution to a Linear prograr-nming problem?
Is the solution Xt : 1, x2: llL, X3 : X4 : X5 : 0, a basic solution of tire Jluation 

- -

\*2xz*xr+xq=Z and \*2xz+U24+xs=2 (25)

Q'3' Explain the transportation model and solve the transportation problem by using north-west comerntle and least cost method for which the cost, origin, availabiliti.. urd destiration requirements
are given below:

about Network (Amow Diagram) logic? Discuss it in detail *,0, 
(")

(2s)

Q'5' An aircraft Gompany users rivets at an approximate customer rate of 2500 kg per year. The rivetscost Rs' 30 per kg and the company personnel estimate ih;tl;;ilnr iio to prace an order andthe inventorv carrving costis |o%'per y.ur.'Ho*;;il;;;1."il;;;;s for rivets be placed andwhat quantities should be ordered? ' (2st':.
a.6. I Explaiir the foilowing. .', 

+,
(D objective of games, (ii) Saddle point, (iii) Mixed strategy, (iv) Rectangular game.b) Find the sorution of the following ganre:' 

- - Jqs'v'r ' \ry., r\."tv'4r

Pla

Player A

Q'7' a) A new television set atri'.'es for inspection erlery 5 mi, and is taken o* o#'u;'"'lrrr",engineer on a first come first served b1is. There i ;ri; one engineer on duty and it takesexactly 6 min to inspect each new set. Determine the u,l.rug" number of sets waiting toinspected over the first 45 min of a shift, if therc ur. no sets awaiting inspection at thebeginning of the shift.

b) Explain the deterministic models of quelring theory. (13+12)

Q.4. What do you know
exanlples.

B

30

50

75

20

er

1 3 11

8 5 2
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Q,l (a)
NOTE: Attempt any FOUR questions.

;',
Defiqe the followir.rg:

ii, Stationarity
iii. Invertibility
iy. ''' Portmanteau test

(b) Consider the following time series of 10 observations:

i. Plot the given time series.
ii. Calculate the mean and variance of Y, and Y1.1 and discuss the stationarity of

mean and variance.
iii. Calculate the autocorrelation at lag 1. 

.

Q.2 (a) ..Define the follorving stochastic processes:
i. Moving average process
ii. Seasonal ARIMA model

(b) Find the mean, variance and autocorrelation function of the MA(2) process given by
Yt = Zt + 0.2 ZF7 - O.Z.ZFy

wherc [Zs] is a purely random process having zero lnean ind finite variance..(c) Show ihat for the g,tuVA(l,l) process y,=|y,-r+ Z, + {2,_,
,l(r'+6eXO*e)/ \ L_i.l

Pr =l 
' | - t\' -/(r* 

e'? + 6e) k =l
, 1., d{rr-, k = 2,3,. ..

l,

Defirie the autoregressive process. Find the mean, variance autocorrelation function
a3d partiai autocorrelation function of an AR(1) process. Discuss the behaviof of
$gse autocorreiation functions. (lZ)
Derive the stationarity conditions on the parameters for an AR(2) process. (g)
Show that for an AR(p) process yt = XLr eiyyi * 27,

) ,-2
nz - 

"L

Where px is the autocorrelation at lag k.

Q.4

(10)

model is stationary and/or

(1s)

(4)

(t2)

(8) p.T.o.

(e)

Q.3 (a)

(b)
(c)

(s)

(a)

(b)

Describe the principle of patsimony. Mixed ARMA models are generally
parsimonious then AR and MA models, discuss. (5)
Consider the AR(2) process given by

v-v I

.: Y,=Y,-r-iY,-r+ 2,,

wher.e.Z1.isapureIyrandomprocesswithzeromeanandfinitevariance.Showthat

., pr=(uzl-(., ,+**'^*); k =0,1,2,,.., J 1/ (L2)

(c) For each cf the following model, determine whether the
invenible!

alr--'.a..

: i. ' y,i 
=Q .3y,_t * Z,

.:' 

i 
' 

I

ii. , .Y, - Q ,5Y,_1 * Z, - 1 .32 r_r+ 0 ,42,_z



Q.5 (a)

(b)

(c)

Q.6 (a)

Ddsbribe how autocorrelation function and partial autocorrelation function of a

;"aloj"C;;;ilprrii" iar"ti&ine the process which possiblv has generated

ir;,6uriii,ratimeseries. ' 
.'- -f,^-*r^lr\ 

(6)

il;r;rio[ihe it"ratire'irocedure of obtaining the least squares estimates of an MA(l)

;.*;ilffi r"*6* t"ean. Suggest someirethod for selecJion of appropriate

iltdvaiues of leurt rqrarg eii-ate. . i,,, , q 
(12)

Derive the Yule-walker estimates of an AR(2) process; Y'=hY'-'+ $Y'-'+ Z' ' (7)

Given the following AR(2) Process
': ' Yt=QtYt-t*Q2Ys'2*21

Derive the loss function for thi fvfaximum likelihood estimation of AR parameters'

;,ia; ;b,"i, the MLEs (approximate) of @1, Q2 and o| '
I'" 

: (-, l!

,An AR(i).model is fitted to an observed sample time series {f }ilr of 50 observations

dnd th9 following residuals autocorrelations are calculated'
.-:

0.25 0.18 0.05 -0.01 0.03 0'01 0'05 -0'04 0'0i 0'02

I 
tanteau 1P' ) test

Test the goodness of fit fqr AR(l) model using Ljung-Box portm

(1s)

(b)

Q.7 (a)

with.ma{imum lags in test m = 5,

.: .,
Showthat for an AR(1) process Y,= 0Y,-, + 2,, fot an ob$erved time se,ries {4 }i=, tt'"

ilr;;tt; ,ouu.*'.rror forecast d Y,,*t with origin at n andlead time / is

given-by
tY,(l)=['Yn

(10)

(1s)

Also show'that

i. Yr(l) is an unbiased'estimate of Yr*t '

(b) +n anlf l,model is fitted to an observed time series {f }1? . Given the following

model

, '' ,.:|.

where ,it=65 , 6 =0.7 , Find the forecasts of {oour ;l =1,2 and the 95% forecast

limits when o] = J , Iiuo :62'6 ,

..'.

' '-l

(10)
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Subject Statistics Paper: VII (iD [Multivariate Analysis] Time: 3 Hrs' Marks: 100

|,{OTE: Attempt ony FOaR questions.

For the data rnatt'ix,

Qt'. (25)Calcu
binati

of the linear com-

[r z blx- la r ol

Iate the sampte rr1eall, varir,|:, :"il"variarces
ons br X and cr X where

-2 0l
5 0t
02)

ysis for t. Calculate
al component.

,_ [i,
Lo

colnponent anal
by each princip

== [r.arr o.32tl

10.321 0 e37 I

[z rgs 1.6541

[r os+ 3.28e]

i.7.2,3.1] to orle

,5,

nd
r11

es.

]l
rl

ZI

rl

an

a:vl

:ice

t13

33_

11,2

i2t 
_

ion

t:V

.C€

t3
l3

1,2

)t

OI

ri

,I

2

t

4

3

tj

crX-fr -1 3l[X'

Xz

Xz

yrlr 
,

Xr)' .

Q2

Q3.

Q4

The sarrrple rrrean arrd covariarrce nratrix of a sample of 42 observatiorts

drawn fi'orn a n-ritlt,ivariatc: tr.ormal distribtttiou a,re)

(i) Obta,in 95% ,:onfidence ellipsoici for p a.nd use this to test the

lrypothesis p7" - [9, 5J

(i,) Galculate 957a sirnultaneous T2 confidence intervals for 7-r1 and p,2.

(iii) Calculate 95% Bonferroni simultarleous cortficlence intervals for pr1

arncl 1r2 arrrl corrrl)rrrc thcrn rviLh thc rc.sul[s obttr,irted in (ii)

Carryout principal
explained variation

percentage of

valt.tearrdeigerr.vectorpairs(},,el)fori-1,2,.,.,,P.LetY,
eT * be the ith principal colnponent. Show that fi: ,V ar(Xn) -
II:, Var(Y,)

(ii) The eigen vitlucs arr,.J eigen vectors of a correlation matrix are

,\1 : L.73 ) el : [-0.11,0.58,0.23, -0.47,-0.33, -0.5217',

A3 : 0.g6 , €r: [0.52, -0.36, 0.08, 0.02, -0 ,77,0.01]T
Aa : 0.96 , e4: [-0.57,-0.11, -0.32, -0.43,-0.37,0 48]'
As : 0.67 t Q5 : [-0.36, -0.47, -0 .37,0.13, -0.06, -0.70]7
A6 _ 0.44 , €6: [0.04, *0.55, 0.49, -0.60,0.31, -0.05]r
Assuming two-factor model, calculate loadings and specific vari-
ances using the principal component solution uretirod. What pro-
portion of total variation is explained by ,the first two comrnon
factors?

covariance matrices are based on rly-
ft'om nrultivariate norrnal populatiors

,Sr

x

(25)

(2s)

Q5

Q6

(8+17)

leer

I'Va

riar

The following rn

with equal c,ovar

ctor
idr
nat,t

16,l3l

i,,'
rv'at

:ct
.S

mi

i1
Il(

I vec

iclus

CC IT

--T
I

r:i
,bser

IN

rti
ufl(

7l1

7r2

oi

x1

Xz

Allocate ttre new
tions.

11' of these popula-

If a rartrclottt ser,rttple of size 'rt

poprrlatiorr of t'anclom vccl;ot' x
covariarlce uratrix >1. F ind the
ancl D.

is taken tronr a multivariate ttormal
of or cler (p x 1) with mean LL aucl

ntaxintulll likelihood estimators of LL

Q7. Derive the canonical correlations and canonical variables. (25)


